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HISTORY

- Skybox Sports Network Inc. is a Nevada registered corporation.

- Skybox Sports Network acquired three separate corporations on May 1 2021

1) Tickercom Inc. a USA Nevada based corporation,

- Skybox acquired all the assets all shareholders of Tickercom

2) Rise Display Inc. a USA Kansas corporation,

- In May Skybox acquired Rise Display in a cash and share acquisition that included assets, 
brands, domains, and a dedicated sales and management staff of four.

3) Ticker Communications Inc, a Canadian Federally registered corporation, 

- Ticker Communications Inc. has undergone a name change to Skybox Sports Network 
Canada Inc.

- All intellectual property, brands, assets and shareholders, were acquired by Skybox

- The acquisition was based on a 1 for 1 Skybox share exchange
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ABOUT

Operate offices on Victoria, BC, Las 
Vegas NV and Shenzhen, China,

Skybox has an approved US SEC REG 
A+ TIER ll corporation

Currently has a staff of 12 employees, 3 
independent sales personnel and 5 
independent contractors

Has several material suppliers for displays, 
WiFi chips, and one contact manufacturer 
and partner

Servers running Skybox proprietary software 
distribute content feeds throughout the 
world based to thousands of locations

All content is displayed in proprietary color 
coded formats with graphics attached to 
stock quotes and sports scores and odds



ABOUT

Content is created 365 and managed from the Skybox 
newsroom located in Victoria, BC by a team of 5 journalists

.

One major partner provider ( Quote Media ) Live Financial 
data for the DOW JONES, NYSE, NASDAQ, CBOE, S & P 
etc.

One major partner ( Sportradar ) for live real tome odds, 
scores,propositions, trends and Sportsbook comparisons

A partner in London, England ( 2DB ) hosts the iGamingTV
players, the content is then sent to the Canadian newsroom 
for management and formatting



SKYBOX SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS

Consumer models are built in three models 
with one additional under development for 
late Q1/2020 release.

CONSUMER TICKERS

Commercial Tickers are built in both straight and Flex 
extrusions for both indoor and outdoor, cabinets are 
front service for easy access.

COMMERCIAL TICKERS

Skybox has developed specialty products in 
several models for both Commercial and 
Consumer mass markets,

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

North America’s only live odds boards for consumer 
and retail markets with live odds, propositions, futures, 
odds comparison for top iGaming sportsbooks, player 
propositions and team and player trends.

SKYBOX iGAMINGTV



SKYBOX SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS

- Skybox has recently competed development and 
release of it's new high resolution 4mm, pixel pitch 
Tickers

- All Tickers are built to RoHS compliance and with 
UL components, we currently have 8 different 
models in for ETL certification

- Skybox has successfully launches it's new 
iGamingTV after 8 months in development to rave 
reviews at the recent Global Gaming Expo, the 
product is designed to pare with our Sports Tickers. 
The iGamingTV display Live odds, Team Propositions, 
Player propositions, and Sportsbook odds 
comparisons on to LCD screens, new screen formats 
will be launched in Q1/2022.
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THE BUSINESS MODEL

EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY 

Skybox has an engineered and proven product line of skus that 
are currently exclusive technology to the world,

FIRST MOVER OPPORTUNITY

A first mover opportunity exits for a " cookie cutter " model to 
distribute hardware and content to 88 Global countries,

SAME HARDWARE

Whether it's cricket scores in Australia, Soccer in Argentina, 
Hockey in Finland, London Stock exchange quotes it's still the 
same hardware and product with recurring revenue
fan cave.



- Revenue is achieved through hardware sales with excellent margins of
60 % on large commercial sales and 100% on consumer and data that costs 
the sale to send to 100 units or 10,000 units,

- The new iGamingTV was specifically created for the Sports Bar Private
Golf Clubs, Arenas, Stadiums, lounges etc, the average market sale is
expected to be about $40,000. with a potential market of over 5000 private 
Golf Clubs and 65,000 Sports Bars even 100 locations is 4 million in revenue
and 1000 locations is 40 million, putting this into perspective Buffalo Wild 
Wings has 1280 locations alone.

- Skybox revenue is approximately 95% in US dollars, 50% of the Skybox
overhead is in Canadian funds.

- Skybox is profitable and is projecting revenue in the area of 6 million plus, 
Cdn. in 2022 increasing significantly thereafter after new software 
development, global markets and new product launches begin to take hold.

REVENUE



THE MARKET / THE VISION

The North American market is expanding at a record pace with the PASPA legislation legalizing sports 
betting in the USA and Canada, there are now 29 states under way with legal betting and more in the 
process

Skybox is building Q1/2022 a 1200 sq.ft showroom to display the iGamingTV and multiple Ticker products and 
displays, dubbed The Las Vegas FANCAVE. It will be promoted as a location clients can fly into to touch and feel 
the products

Skybox is building it's own brand for a back lit display cabinet and Ticker that will show a 3D graphic and soccer 
ball with a country flag on the ball.

Brand marketing is under way with our first sale to Draft Kings to place their label and logo on the Tickers

Decisions will be made on a country by country basis as to whether we establish a licensing agreement or 
manage our own commission based sales strategy's for wholesale distribution to retailers and wholesalers.



One small distribution center in Miami for east 
coast US shipping and a center for technical 
support for Latin and South America and 
shipping would be required.

A shipping, tech support and distribution in 
London would be required for shipping to all 
European and Scandinavian countries, 
including the Premier league for London, and 
leagues in Germany, France, Spain, Italy and 
more.

THE MARKET / THE VISION

DISTRIBUTION 
CENTER

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

SHIPPING



0% 100%

REQUIRED

WORKING  
CAPITAL

In order to implement API integration for dozens 

of different content feed and expand into a Global 

growth program The Content Manage System 

( CMS ) requires major design architecture into 

cloud supported servers with an APP for client 

content selection, an Enterprise backend and 

control room Networks Operating Center 

( NOC ). Skybox is currently in the initial design 

stage of engineering with two engineering firms.

REQUIREMENTS



REQUIREMENTS

Marketing programs are constantly under review for consumer sales with web sites such 
as Barstool Sports, Rotowire and Yardbarker, we have a new commercial wholesaler 
program under development with currently 12 resellers in place, and have one 
conference call with architects per day.

Economy of scale costs can be achieved with working capital for inventory but most 
importantly for shipping containers, the current shipping costs can be cut by 80% - 90% 
by ordering in container loads.
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www.skyboxsportsnetwork.com

investors@skyboxsportsnetwork.com

http://www.skyboxsportsnetwork.com/

